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Lebanese prisons’ already dire conditions of 
detention have only become worse during the 
economic crisis due to a decrease in resources 
for a growing prison population. As deaths in 
custody doubled in 2022 compared with 2018 
amidst acute economic crisis, Amnesty 
International calls on the Lebanese authorities 
to conduct prompt, impartial and independent 
investigations into all deaths in custody. 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Lebanon has entered the fourth year of a crippling economic crisis that has pushed more than 80% of 
the population into poverty. The authorities have failed to adequately address the consequences of the 
crisis, with disastrous impacts on the ability of the population to access basic rights, including health, 
education and an adequate standard of living. The impact of the crisis has been disproportionately 
acute on already-marginalized groups, such as people in prison. 

In August 2022, the deaths of two men in the Roumieh Central Prison – Lebanon’s largest prison – 
prompted a public outcry and debate about the state of Lebanon’s prisons. Roumieh prisoners went 
on hunger strike to protest what they said were lethal conditions of their detention, including lack of 
adequate medical care, bad hygiene and polluted water. In response to the uproar, the caretaker 
Minister of Interior Bassam Mawlawi held a press conference during which he said that the prisons 
suffer from three main problems: “overcrowding…lack of healthcare and lack of nutrition.” 

In response to an enquiry from Amnesty International, the Ministry of Interior and Municipalities stated 
that deaths in Ministry of Interior-run detention facilities nearly doubled in 2022 compared with 2018, 
the year before the ongoing, acute economic crisis began. 

In a January 2023 letter, the ministry revealed that in 2022 alone, 34 individuals had died in detention 
facilities, which include central prisons and detention centres in judicial palaces and police stations, 
compared with 18 individuals in 2018 and 14 in 2015. While the prison population increased from 
9,000 persons in 2018 to 9,500 persons in 2022, according to numbers shared by the ISF with the 
World Prison Brief, this increase cannot account for the doubling in the number of deaths in custody. 

The Ministry of Interior did not provide a breakdown of the causes of these deaths in custody, 
including whether they were related to natural causes, medical negligence, ill-treatment or torture. In 
this briefing, Amnesty International investigates the reasons behind the dramatic increase in deaths in 
custody. 

Through interviews with people in custody, their families, and lawyers, as well as reviews of detainees’ 
medical reports and of footage from inside prisons, the organization has found that the increase in the 
numbers of individuals dying in custody is linked to the economic crisis, which exacerbated long-
standing structural problems in places of detention, such as overcrowding, poor sanitation, and lack of 
adequate healthcare. But the increase cannot be blamed solely on the economic crisis. Amnesty 
International also found shortcomings from prison and health authorities in providing adequate and 
timely medical care to people in prison, including in emergency cases. 

Under international human rights law, and specifically the prohibition against the arbitrary deprivation 
of life, authorities have the obligation to investigate any possible violation of the right to life that takes 
place within their custody. 

In response to the August 2022 deaths in custody, the caretake Prime Minister tasked the caretaker 
Minister of Interior to conduct an internal investigation into the issue. However, it is unclear whether or 
not the investigation took place, and the Lebanese authorities have thus far failed to make public the 
findings of these investigations. 

For decades, Lebanese prisons have suffered from dire conditions of detention, including 
overcrowding and poor sanitation, which have only become worse during the economic crisis due to a 
decrease in resources needed to provide adequate food and sanitation to a growing prison population. 

Overcrowding has become particularly acute during the economic crisis. Prisons in Lebanon currently 
hold people 323% in excess of their capacity. The increase in overcrowding since 2020 is in part due 
to delays in the ability of the judiciary to process court cases and the strikes by workers in the judicial 
system in the context of the economic crisis. 79.1% of all detainees in Lebanon are currently held 
pretrial, up from 54% in 2017, and much higher than the global average of between 29% and 31%. 
The combination of increased overcrowding and dire detention conditions led to the deterioration of 
the health of the prison population, including through the spread of skin diseases. 
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Meanwhile, the resources available to prison authorities for the provision of healthcare, such as the 
budget allocated, drastically decreased given the depreciation of the national currency and sky 
rocketing inflation. People in custody told Amnesty International that prisons were not adequately 
staffed with medical experts and that prison pharmacies lacked even the most basic medication, 
including painkillers and antibiotics. 

Further, the government has not been paying private and public hospitals their dues, including bills 
related to the treatment of people in custody. Therefore, since the economic crisis, hospitals have 
been either refusing to admit patients from prison altogether or were requiring upfront payment, even 
in cases where emergency treatment was required, in violation of Lebanese law. In his response to the 
organization’s query, the caretaker Minister of Public Health, Firas Abiad, confirmed that such denials 
of treatment were unlawful and said that his ministry issued several directives for private and public 
hospitals to admit all patients in need of emergency care, without delay. 

Also, despite the fact that the Lebanese Prison Law specifies that the Ministry of Interior is responsible 
for providing healthcare to all individuals held in its custody, which the caretaker Health Minister said 
includes covering the cost of hospitalization, Amnesty International found that that the prison 
authorities were shifting the burden onto families and requiring them to pay for their relatives’ medical 
care at hospitals. In a country where 80% of the population has been pushed below the poverty line, 
most families cannot afford to pay for their relatives’ treatment, in many cases causing their condition 
to deteriorate significantly. Under international law, the provision of healthcare for prisoners is a state 
responsibility. 

Amnesty International is cognizant of the impact of the broader economic crisis on the medical sector 
and on the resources of the prison authorities; however, even governments struggling through an 
economic crisis have an obligation to ensure that they are not discriminating against the prison 
population in the provision of the right to health and to take all reasonable measures to ensure critical 
medical care. 

While the economic crisis has placed a strain on the ability of prisons and hospitals to provide 
adequate living conditions and healthcare, in at least three cases of deaths in custody in 2022, 
families of the deceased told Amnesty International that prison officials dismissed the complaints and 
symptoms of those detainees prior to their death, delaying their treatment and transfer to hospitals 
and causing their conditions to worsen. 

In addition, while the Ministry of Interior did not explain the causes of the deaths in custody in 2022, 
including whether any were related to ill-treatment and torture, the Ministry did provide that 14 
members of the Internal Security Forces (ISF) were internally disciplined in 2022 for “beating and 
blackmailing” people in custody. The head of the Prison Committee at the Tripoli Bar Association, 
Mohammed Sablouh, told Amnesty International that in 2022 alone, he filed at least 22 torture 
complaints, in addition to six complaints in the first 45 days of 2023, all on behalf of detainees in the 
custody of the ISF and the Lebanese Armed Forces. However, he said that the judiciary has not 
proceeded on any of them. 

Amnesty International frequently documents torture and ill-treatment in detention, such as the case of 
Hassan Dika, who died in 2019 in Ministry of Interior custody following injuries he sustained from 
alleged torture, including a severe injury in his lower back that required immediate treatment. Neither 
his torture allegations prior to his death nor his death in custody were independently and impartially 
investigated. 

Amnesty International is calling on the Lebanese authorities to conduct prompt, impartial and 
independent investigations into all deaths in custody. Prison authorities should investigate to what 
extent the doubling of the deaths in custody over the last few years is linked to systemic and structural 
factors, such as overcrowding and the lack of adequate resources, and to what extent prison officials’ 
misconduct or negligence may have contributed to those deaths. The prison authorities should make 
that report public, refer officials found guilty of violations for prosecution to the civilian judiciary and 
propose recommendations to the government to address these problems in places of detention. 
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Further, in accordance with the UN Minnesota Protocol on the Investigation of Potentially Unlawful 
Death, the prison director must report all deaths in custody to the civilian judiciary, which is 
independent of the prison administration, to conduct a prompt, impartial and effective investigation 
into the circumstances and causes of these deaths. The prison administration must fully cooperate 
with the judiciary and ensure that all evidence is preserved. 

The Health Ministry should impose disciplinary measures on hospitals which are unlawfully denying 
treatment to people from prison without an upfront payment. The Ministry of Justice should take 
measures to decrease overcrowding in prisons, including by increasing the use of non-custodial 
sentences and ensuring judges abide by legal limits on pretrial detention. The Lebanese government, 
with the support of the international community, should allocate additional resources to ensure that 
prison authorities are able to improve conditions and healthcare provision in prisons and other places 
of detention. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Amnesty International conducted the research for this briefing between September 2022 and April 
2023. In total, the organization conducted 16 interviews. The organization interviewed family 
members of three individuals who died in custody, four patients currently in prisons, three relatives of 
patients currently in prisons, two humanitarian and human rights organizations with access to prisons, 
two lawyers, and the vice-president of the Association of Committees for the Families of Detainees. 

In addition, on 13 December 2022, Amnesty International wrote to the Ministry of Interior and 
Municipalities and the Ministry of Public Health with questions relating to deaths in custody, the 
impact of the economic crisis on the provision of healthcare in prisons and the measures taken by the 
government to address the resulting issues. The Ministry of Interior replied on 26 January 2023 and 
the Ministry of Public Health replied on 25 January 2023 and their responses are attached as an 
annex. 

Amnesty International also reviewed the medical reports of two persons who died in custody, medical 
records of several patients in prison in need of urgent medical intervention, and photos and videos 
taken by people in prison and sent to Amnesty International demonstrating dire conditions and the 
prevalence of skin diseases among people in prison. 

Amnesty International conducted all the interviews in Arabic. All interviewees were informed of the 
nature and purpose of the research, and of Amnesty’s intentions to publish a report with the 
information gathered. We informed each potential interviewee that they were under no obligation to 
speak with us, that Amnesty International does not provide legal or other assistance, and that they 
could stop speaking with us or decline to answer any question with no adverse consequences. We 
obtained oral consent for each interview, and interviewees did not receive material compensation for 
speaking with Amnesty International. 

3. SHARP INCREASE IN DEATHS IN CUSTODY 

In response to an enquiry from Amnesty International, in January 2023 the Ministry of Interior and 
Municipalities stated that deaths in detention facilities under its control nearly doubled in 2022 
compared to 2018, the year before the ongoing, acute economic crisis began. 

In its letter, the ministry revealed that in 2022 alone 34 individuals had died in detention facilities, 
which include central prisons and detention centres in judicial palaces and police stations, compared 
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with 18 individuals in 2018 and 14 in 2015.1  While the prison population increased from 9,000 
persons in 2018 to 9,500 persons in 2022, according to numbers shared by the ISF with the World 
Prison Brief, this increase cannot account for the doubling in the number of deaths in custody.2 

The Ministry of Interior did not indicate whether any of these deaths had been classified as unnatural. 
A death in custody can be related to natural causes, medical negligence, ill-treatment or torture. 

In response to public outcry caused by the deaths of two men in the Roumieh Central Prison – 
Lebanon’s largest prison – in August 2022, the caretaker Prime Minister tasked the caretaker Minister 
of Interior with conducting an internal investigation into the issue. It is unclear whether or not the 
investigation took place, and the Lebanese authorities have thus far failed to make public the findings 
of these investigations.3 

On 31 August 2022, the caretaker Minister of Interior, Bassam Mawlawi, held a press conference to 
address the issue of deaths in custody during which he said that the prisons suffer from three main 
problems: “overcrowding…lack of healthcare and lack of nutrition.”4  In order to address the issue of 
overcrowding, the caretaker minister urged judges to conduct speedy trials, urged parliament to pass 
a general amnesty law to release some prisoners and said that he had also prepared a draft law that 
would shorten the prison year.5 

The caretaker Minister of Interior also noted that private and public hospitals were refusing to accept 
patients from prison or were requesting upfront payments in US dollars and called on the Ministry of 
Health to compel public hospitals to accept prisoners. Mawlawi also called on the international 
community to assist in finding both “temporary” and “final or radical solutions” to solve the issue of 
medical care for prisoners.6   

In its letter to Amnesty International, the Ministry of Interior re-iterated these problems as the primary 
contributors to the dire situation of Lebanese prisons today.7 In particular, Colonel Ghassan Othman, 
the caretaker Minister of Interior’s advisor on prison affairs, said that “the economic crisis has 
impacted the lives of prisoners, as the problems were exacerbated and became a bigger burden on 
the Ministry of Interior that has become unable to solve it in the absence of the necessary funding. 
Medical care and the transfer of prisoners to hospitals are problems that need to be addressed 

 
 
 
1 Ministry of Interior and Municipalities, reply to Amnesty International’s letter TG MDE 18/2022.3641 
received on 26 January 2023, on file with Amnesty International. 
2 World Prison Brief, Lebanon Overview, undated, prisonstudies.org/country/lebanon  
3 National News Agency, “   فوري تحقيق   لاجراء الداخلية   وزير الى كتابا  ووجه  الموقوفين اهالي من وفدا  ميقاتي من مكلفا التقى مكية

وفاة حالات وحصول السجون  في صحية  مستجدات عن ”, 26 August 2022, nna-
leb.gov.lb/ar/%d8%b3%d9%8a%d8%a7%d8%b3%d8%a9/559848/%d9%85%d9%83%d9%8a%d8%a9
-%d8%a7%d9%84%d8%aa%d9%82%d9%89-%d9%85%d9%83%d9%84%d9%81%d8%a7-
%d9%85%d9%86-%d9%85%d9%8a%d9%82%d8%a7%d8%aa%d9%8a-
%d9%88%d9%81%d8%af%d8%a7-%d9%85%d9%86-%d8%a7%d9%87%d8%a7%d9%84%d9%8a-
%d8%a7%d9%84%d9%85%d9%88%d9%82%d9%88%d9%81%d9%8a%d9%86 
4 Leb Economy, “ مشاكل  3 حل   على نعمل:  السجون جدل يحسم مولوي ”, 31 August 2022, lebeconomy.com/197055/; 

Sada Trablos wa Kol Loubnan, “  المؤتمر الصحفي كامل لوزير الداخلية بسام مولوي يعلن عن الحلول التي سيتقدم بها في

 ,Facebook post on 1 September 2022 ,”ما يخص السجون 

www.facebook.com/sada2trablos/videos/1921538944709636 

5 Leb Economy, “ مولوي يحسم جدل السجون:  نعمل على حل   3 مشاكل”; Sada Trablos wa Kol Loubnan, “  المؤتمر

 .(previously cited) ”الصحفي كامل لوزير الداخلية بسام مولوي يعلن عن الحلول التي سيتقدم بها في ما يخص السجون 

6 Leb Economy, “ مولوي يحسم جدل السجون:  نعمل على حل   3 مشاكل”; Sada Trablos wa Kol Loubnan, “  المؤتمر

 .(previously cited) ”الصحفي كامل لوزير الداخلية بسام مولوي يعلن عن الحلول التي سيتقدم بها في ما يخص السجون 

7 Ministry of Interior and Municipalities, reply to Amnesty International’s letter TG MDE 18/2022.3641 
(previously cited). 

https://www.prisonstudies.org/country/lebanon
https://www.nna-leb.gov.lb/ar/%d8%b3%d9%8a%d8%a7%d8%b3%d8%a9/559848/%d9%85%d9%83%d9%8a%d8%a9-%d8%a7%d9%84%d8%aa%d9%82%d9%89-%d9%85%d9%83%d9%84%d9%81%d8%a7-%d9%85%d9%86-%d9%85%d9%8a%d9%82%d8%a7%d8%aa%d9%8a-%d9%88%d9%81%d8%af%d8%a7-%d9%85%d9%86-%d8%a7%d9%87%d8%a7%d9%84%d9%8a-%d8%a7%d9%84%d9%85%d9%88%d9%82%d9%88%d9%81%d9%8a%d9%86
https://www.nna-leb.gov.lb/ar/%d8%b3%d9%8a%d8%a7%d8%b3%d8%a9/559848/%d9%85%d9%83%d9%8a%d8%a9-%d8%a7%d9%84%d8%aa%d9%82%d9%89-%d9%85%d9%83%d9%84%d9%81%d8%a7-%d9%85%d9%86-%d9%85%d9%8a%d9%82%d8%a7%d8%aa%d9%8a-%d9%88%d9%81%d8%af%d8%a7-%d9%85%d9%86-%d8%a7%d9%87%d8%a7%d9%84%d9%8a-%d8%a7%d9%84%d9%85%d9%88%d9%82%d9%88%d9%81%d9%8a%d9%86
https://www.nna-leb.gov.lb/ar/%d8%b3%d9%8a%d8%a7%d8%b3%d8%a9/559848/%d9%85%d9%83%d9%8a%d8%a9-%d8%a7%d9%84%d8%aa%d9%82%d9%89-%d9%85%d9%83%d9%84%d9%81%d8%a7-%d9%85%d9%86-%d9%85%d9%8a%d9%82%d8%a7%d8%aa%d9%8a-%d9%88%d9%81%d8%af%d8%a7-%d9%85%d9%86-%d8%a7%d9%87%d8%a7%d9%84%d9%8a-%d8%a7%d9%84%d9%85%d9%88%d9%82%d9%88%d9%81%d9%8a%d9%86
https://www.nna-leb.gov.lb/ar/%d8%b3%d9%8a%d8%a7%d8%b3%d8%a9/559848/%d9%85%d9%83%d9%8a%d8%a9-%d8%a7%d9%84%d8%aa%d9%82%d9%89-%d9%85%d9%83%d9%84%d9%81%d8%a7-%d9%85%d9%86-%d9%85%d9%8a%d9%82%d8%a7%d8%aa%d9%8a-%d9%88%d9%81%d8%af%d8%a7-%d9%85%d9%86-%d8%a7%d9%87%d8%a7%d9%84%d9%8a-%d8%a7%d9%84%d9%85%d9%88%d9%82%d9%88%d9%81%d9%8a%d9%86
https://www.nna-leb.gov.lb/ar/%d8%b3%d9%8a%d8%a7%d8%b3%d8%a9/559848/%d9%85%d9%83%d9%8a%d8%a9-%d8%a7%d9%84%d8%aa%d9%82%d9%89-%d9%85%d9%83%d9%84%d9%81%d8%a7-%d9%85%d9%86-%d9%85%d9%8a%d9%82%d8%a7%d8%aa%d9%8a-%d9%88%d9%81%d8%af%d8%a7-%d9%85%d9%86-%d8%a7%d9%87%d8%a7%d9%84%d9%8a-%d8%a7%d9%84%d9%85%d9%88%d9%82%d9%88%d9%81%d9%8a%d9%86
https://www.nna-leb.gov.lb/ar/%d8%b3%d9%8a%d8%a7%d8%b3%d8%a9/559848/%d9%85%d9%83%d9%8a%d8%a9-%d8%a7%d9%84%d8%aa%d9%82%d9%89-%d9%85%d9%83%d9%84%d9%81%d8%a7-%d9%85%d9%86-%d9%85%d9%8a%d9%82%d8%a7%d8%aa%d9%8a-%d9%88%d9%81%d8%af%d8%a7-%d9%85%d9%86-%d8%a7%d9%87%d8%a7%d9%84%d9%8a-%d8%a7%d9%84%d9%85%d9%88%d9%82%d9%88%d9%81%d9%8a%d9%86
https://www.lebeconomy.com/197055/
https://www.facebook.com/sada2trablos/videos/1921538944709636/
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continuously in cooperation with the relevant funding entities.”8  Othman urged the legislative 
authorities to reform the Decree 14310 issued in 1949 on the Organization of Prisons, Detention 
Places and Juvenile Centres, “which is not in line with the aspirations and requirements of modern 
prison management, such that it complies with the requirements of a modern rehabilitative 
administration”.9  

While Amnesty International is cognizant of the impact of the broader economic crisis on the medical 
sector and on the resources of the prison authorities, even governments struggling through an 
economic crisis have an obligation to ensure that they are not discriminating against the prison 
population in the provision of the right to health. Under both Lebanese and international law, the 
provision of healthcare for prisoners is a state responsibility. 

Further, Amnesty International has previously documented one death in Ministry of Interior custody 
following allegations of torture and ill-treatment – that of Hassan Dika, who died in 2019 following 
injuries he sustained from alleged torture, including a severe injury in his lower back that required 
immediate treatment.10  The Lebanese judiciary did not conduct an independent and impartial 
investigation into his torture allegations prior to his death nor into his death in custody, and no one 
was held accountable.11  

In the next sections, Amnesty International examines the factors that can help explain why the 
number of deaths in custody has sharply risen since the economic crisis began, as well as to what 
extent officials’ negligence or misconduct may have contributed to these deaths. 

These include the dire conditions in prisons, prison authorities’ dwindling resources, shortcomings in 
the provision of adequate and timely healthcare by prison and health officials, and torture and ill-
treatment in detention. We present recommendations for what needs to change and steps the 
government can take to improve the situation in prisons and ensure that all deaths are investigated 
promptly, impartially and independently. 

3.1 OVERCROWDING AND POOR CONDITIONS OF DETENTION 

Overcrowding, inadequate access to food, poor sanitation and poor ventilation have been persistent 
problems in Lebanese prisons and detention centres over the past decades.12  Various United Nations 
(UN) bodies have for years been expressing concern about these conditions. In 2010, the UN Country 
Team noted in Lebanon’s Universal Periodic Review that “the occupancy level of prisons in Lebanon, 
based on official capacity, was around 140 per cent. The lack of adequate facilities and services 
presented major obstacles for prisoners to access their basic rights.”13  Further, in its concluding 

 
 
 
8 Ministry of Interior and Municipalities, reply to Amnesty International’s letter TG MDE 18/2022.3641 
(previously cited). 
9 Ministry of Interior and Municipalities, reply to Amnesty International’s letter TG MDE 18/2022.3641 
(previously cited). 
10 Amnesty International, “Lebanon is failing torture survivors by delaying implementation of crucial 
reforms”, 26 June 2019, amnesty.org/en/latest/press-release/2019/06/lebanon-is-failing-torture-survivors-
by-delaying-implementation-of-crucial-reforms  
11 Human Rights Watch, “Lebanon: Judiciary Ignoring 2017 Anti-Torture Law”, 19 September 2019, 
hrw.org/news/2019/09/19/lebanon-judiciary-ignoring-2017-anti-torture-law  
12 ALEF act for human rights (ALEF) and others, “Submission to the UN Universal Periodic Review 
Thirty-seventh session of the UPR Working Group of the Human Rights Council”, July 2020, 
alefliban.org/publications/conditions-of-detention-in-lebanon-submission-to-the-un-universal-periodic-
review 
13 Human Rights Council Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review, Ninth session, 2 September 
2010, ohchr.org/sites/default/files/lib-
docs/HRBodies/UPR/Documents/Session9/LB/A.HRC.WG.6.9.LBN.2_Lebanon_eng.pdf  

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/press-release/2019/06/lebanon-is-failing-torture-survivors-by-delaying-implementation-of-crucial-reforms/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/press-release/2019/06/lebanon-is-failing-torture-survivors-by-delaying-implementation-of-crucial-reforms/
https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/09/19/lebanon-judiciary-ignoring-2017-anti-torture-law
https://alefliban.org/publications/conditions-of-detention-in-lebanon-submission-to-the-un-universal-periodic-review/
https://alefliban.org/publications/conditions-of-detention-in-lebanon-submission-to-the-un-universal-periodic-review/
http://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/lib-docs/HRBodies/UPR/Documents/Session9/LB/A.HRC.WG.6.9.LBN.2_Lebanon_eng.pdf
http://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/lib-docs/HRBodies/UPR/Documents/Session9/LB/A.HRC.WG.6.9.LBN.2_Lebanon_eng.pdf
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observations in 2018, the Human Rights Committee expressed concern about “the persistence of 
severe overcrowding and inadequate living conditions in police detention centres and in prisons.”14  

Since the onset of the economic crisis in 2019, conditions in detention have worsened significantly. As 
of March 2023, the Lebanese currency had lost 98% of its value,15 and inflation reached a record 
171.2% in 2022,16 making the budget and resources allocated to prison authorities significantly 
smaller. On 12 May 2022, after its second visit to Lebanon, the UN Subcommittee on Prevention of 
Torture (SPT) noted that since its 2010 visit, the Lebanese government had not adopted most of its 
recommendations and failed to take adequate measures to address “the prolonged pretrial detention, 
overcrowding and deplorable living conditions in places of deprivation of liberty.”17 

Overcrowding in Lebanese prisons has become particularly acute during the economic crisis. During a 
press conference in August 2022, the caretaker Minister of Interior said that prisons in Lebanon 
currently hold people 323% in excess of their capacity.18  The caretaker Minister of Interior’s prison 
adviser, Colonel Ghassan Othman, told Amnesty International on 26 January 2023 that “overcrowding 
causes the most pressure and remains the main cause of most of the problems that the detainees are 
suffering from.” He said that the Roumieh Central Prison, Lebanon’s largest prison, which was built to 
host one thousand prisoners, is currently holding more than four thousand individuals.19  

The increase in overcrowding since 2020 is in part due to delays in the ability of the judiciary to 
process court cases, given that the majority of detainees are held in pretrial detention. According to 
the caretaker Interior Minister, 79.1% of all detainees in Lebanon are held in pretrial,20 up from 54% 
in 2017,21 and much higher than the global average of between 29% and 31%.22  The recent increase 
is partially attributed to strikes by workers in the judicial system in the context of the economic crisis, 
first by the lawyers from May 2021 until September 2021, then by the judges from August 2022 to 
January 2023. Lawyers and judges went on strike to protest their working conditions and the 
depreciation of their salaries, which amounted at the time of the strike to around 100 US dollars.23   

Lebanese judges have always relied excessively on pretrial detention, in violation of Lebanese laws 
that specify that pretrial detention is only permissible for offences that are punishable by more than 
one-year imprisonment, it should not exceed four months for misdemeanours and 12 months for 

 
 
 
14 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), “Human Rights Committee concludes its 
examination of civil and political rights in Lebanon”, 22 March 2018, ohchr.org/en/press-
releases/2018/03/human-rights-committee-concludes-its-examination-civil-and-political-rights  
15 Reuters, “Lebanon to devalue currency by 90% on Feb. 1, central bank chief says”, 31 January 2023, 
reuters.com/markets/currencies/lebanon-devalue-currency-by-90-feb-1-cbank-chief-says-2023-01-31 
16 Central Administration of Statistics, Annual Inflation Rate for 2022, undated, cas.gov.lb/index.php/latest-
news-en/165-inflation-
4#:~:text=Central%20Administration%20of%20Statistics%20%2D%20Annual%20Inflation%20rate%2020
22%20171.2%25  
17 OHCHR, “Lebanon: Little progress in torture prevention, UN experts find”, 12 May 2022, 
ohchr.org/en/press-releases/2022/05/lebanon-little-progress-torture-prevention-un-experts-find 

18 Sada Trablos wa Kol Loubnan, “  المؤتمر الصحفي كامل لوزير الداخلية بسام مولوي يعلن عن الحلول التي سيتقدم بها

 .(previously cited) ”في ما يخص السجون 

19 Ministry of Interior and Municipalities, reply to Amnesty International’s letter TG MDE 18/2022.3641 
(previously cited). 
20 L’Orient Today, “Mawlawi to introduce bill that would reduce prison sentences”, 31 August 2022, 
today.lorientlejour.com/article/1310010/mawlawi-to-introduce-bill-that-would-reduce-prison-sentences.html  
21 Legal Agenda, “Pre-Trial Detention in Lebanon: Punishment Prior to Conviction or a Necessary 
Measure?”, January 2019, english.legal-agenda.com/wp-content/uploads/Pre-Trial-2019-English.pdf  
22 UNODC, “Nearly twelve million people imprisoned globally Nearly one-third unsentenced With prisons 
overcrowded in half of all countries”, 2021, unodc.org/documents/data-and-
analysis/statistics/DataMatters1_prison.pdf  
23 L’Orient Today, “Judges to suspend strike after monthslong paralysis”, 5 January 2023, 
today.lorientlejour.com/article/1323611/judges-to-suspend-strike-after-monthslong-paralysis.html  
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felonies, and it should only be used where necessary to preserve evidence, protect the defendant, or 
preserve security.24 The UN Human Rights Committee and various other human rights bodies have 
consistently recommended eliminating overcrowding in places of detention, including by increasing 
the use of non-custodial alternative measures to detention.25  

Conditions of detention, including sanitary conditions and the provision of adequate food and water, 
have also suffered during the economic crisis. Since 2019, people in prison have gone on multiple 
hunger strikes to protest the conditions of their detention, including lack of adequate medical care, 
bad hygiene, and polluted water.26 According to the head of the Prison Committee at the Tripoli Bar 
Association (TBA), Mohammed Sablouh, who regularly interacts with prisoners and their families, the 
advisor to the Interior Minister on prisons visited Roumieh Prison in February 2023, blaming the 
deteriorating food quality and quantity, as well as other shortages in medication and hygiene 
necessities, on the economic crisis.27 

Photos and videos sent to Amnesty International by people in Roumieh prison in Mount Lebanon and 
Al-Qubbah prison in Tripoli exposed conditions in detention. The videos and photos showed dozens of 
people crammed into a five-by-five-meter room and sleeping on the floor side by side, brown-coloured 
water coming out of taps that detainees said they use for drinking, cooking, and cleaning, and rats in 
cooking pots. 

The overcrowding and poor sanitary conditions of the prisons have led to outbreaks of skin and other 
diseases among the prison populations reportedly since mid-2022. People detained in Roumieh and 
Al-Qubbah prisons sent Amnesty International photos that showed people with severe skin 
inflammations, pimples, and swelling on their backs, arms, legs, and faces. Those individuals told the 
organization that their conditions are worsening as they were not receiving effective and adequate 
treatment.28 

The vice president of the Association of Committees for the Families of Persons in Lebanese Prisons, 
Raeda Al-Solh, told Amnesty International: 

 
 
 
24 Lebanese University, Code of Criminal Procedures, 2010, 
http://77.42.251.205/LawArticles.aspx?LawArticleID=1047641&LawId=244483&language=ar, Article 108. 
25 UN Human Rights Committee, Concluding observations on the third periodic report of Lebanon, 9 May 
2018, documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G18/129/84/PDF/G1812984.pdf?OpenElement; UN 
Human Rights Council, Compilation on Lebanon: Report of the Office of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Human Rights, 16 November 2020, documents-dds-
ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G20/308/07/PDF/G2030807.pdf?OpenElement 
26 Beirut Observer, “ لبنان سجون في  ”الرماد تحت نار”و سجناء  وفاة.. بطيء   إعدام ”, 2 September 2022, 
beirutobserver.com/2022/09/2710411; DAWN, “Lebanon's Overcrowded Prisons Are a 'Death Sentence'—
Funded by the U.S.”, 16 November 2021, dawnmena.org/lebanons-overcrowded-prisons-are-a-death-
sentence-funded-by-the-u-s/; the961.com, “ISF Revealed The Cause Of Recent Riots Inside Lebanon’s 
Central Prison In Roumieh (Video)”, 30 August 2022, the961.com/lebanese-isf-revealed-cause-recent-
riots-roumieh-prison; Al Jadeed, “ كافة اللبنانية  السجون الطعام  عن مفتوحا   إضرابا   يعلنون رومية سجناء ”, 12 October 2020, 
aljadeed.tv/news/%d9%85%d8%ad%d9%84%d9%8a%d8%a7%d8%aa/339157/%d8%b3%d8%ac%d9
%86%d8%a7%d8%a1-%d8%b1%d9%88%d9%85%d9%8a%d8%a9-
%d9%8a%d8%b9%d9%84%d9%86%d9%88%d9%86-
%d8%a5%d8%b6%d8%b1%d8%a7%d8%a8%d8%a7%d9%8b-
%d9%85%d9%81%d8%aa%d9%88%d8%ad%d8%a7%d9%8b-%d8%b9%d9%86-
%d8%a7%d9%84%d8%b7%d8%b9%d8%a7%d9%85-%d8%a7%d9%84%d8%b3%d8%ac%d9%88  
27 Interview by voice call with Mohammed Sablouh, head of the prison committee at the Tripoli Bar 
Association, 16 February 2023. 
28 Interview by voice call with a person in prison, 3 November 2022; Interview by voice call with a person 
in prison, 29 September 2022; Interview by voice call with a person in prison, 2 November 2022. 
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“Skin problems are widespread in prisons, now. They’re one of the most visible health problems caused by the bad 
hygiene and poor sanitation. Health problems are increasing, while cleaning supplies and medications remain 
unavailable. The suffering of people in prisons is reaching unimaginable levels”.29 

Article 13 of the UN Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, known as the Mandela 
Rules, states that “all accommodation provided for use of prisoners and in particular all sleeping 
accommodation shall meet all requirements of health, due regard being paid to climatic conditions 
and particularly cubic content of air, minimum floor space, lighting, heating and ventilation.”30 
Further, serious overcrowding, unsanitary environment and absence of sleeping facilities, when 
combined with the length of the period during which a prisoner is held in such conditions, can 
amount to cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment, in violation of Article 7 of the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which Lebanon has ratified.31 

3.2 DECREASE IN ACCESS TO HEALTHCARE 

Despite the increase in overcrowding and the increasingly dire conditions in prisons jeopardizing the 
health of detainees, the resources available to prison authorities for the provision of healthcare, such 
as the budget allocated, drastically decreased given the depreciation of the national currency and sky 
rocketing inflation. Further, the government has not been paying private and public hospitals their 
dues, including bills related to the treatment of people in custody. Therefore, hospitals have been 
either refusing to admit patients from prison altogether or requiring upfront payment, even in cases 
where emergency treatment was required, in violation of Lebanese law. The prison authorities have 
then been unlawfully shifting the burden of payment onto families, most of whom are unable to afford 
the exorbitant costs of hospital care. 

While Amnesty International is cognizant of the impact of the broader economic crisis on the medical 
sector and on the resources of the prison authorities, even governments struggling through an 
economic crisis have an obligation to ensure that they are not discriminating against the prison 
population in the provision of the right to health. Under international law, the provision of healthcare 
for prisoners is a state responsibility, and Articles 52 to 55 in the Lebanese Prison Law specify that the 
Ministry of Interior is responsible for providing healthcare to all individuals held in its custody.32 In a 
letter to Amnesty International, the caretaker Minister of Health confirmed that this includes covering 
the costs of hospitalization of people in prison.33 

PRISONS’ DWINDLING RESOURCES 

Lawyers, families of persons in prisons, and members of civil society groups that work in prisons told 
Amnesty International that even before the onset of the economic crisis in 2019, the provision of 

 
 
 
29 Interview by voice call with Raeda Al-Solh, vice president of the Association of Committees for the 
Families of Persons in Lebanese Prisons, 16 February 2023. 
30 United Nations General Assembly, The United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of 
Prisoners (the Nelson Mandela Rules), 17 December 2015, documents-dds-
ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N15/443/41/PDF/N1544341.pdf?OpenElement, A/RES/70/175. 
31 OHCHR, International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 16 December 1966, 
ohchr.org/en/instruments-mechanisms/instruments/international-covenant-civil-and-political-rights  
32 Lebanese University, “ وتربيتهم الاحداث اصلاح  ومعهد التوقيف وامكنة السجون تنظيم  ”, Decree 14310 of 1949, 
77.42.251.205/LawView.aspx?opt=view&LawID=204130  
33 Caretaker Minister of Public Health, reply to Amnesty International’s letter TG MDE 18/2022.3640 
received on 25 January 2023, on file with Amnesty International. 
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healthcare in prisons was poor.34 A 2011 study by the Lebanese Medical Journal found that “the 
prisons were overcrowded with limited access to healthcare. There is no computerized medical 
system and transfers to an emergency department often ends with a calamity.”35 

Since the onset of the economic crisis in 2019, healthcare provision in prisons and places of detention 
worsened drastically as the health sector crumbled. Both public and private hospitals have struggled 
to operate amid the currency depreciation and a mass exodus of nurses and doctors. Further, the 
state owes private and public hospitals millions of dollars in unpaid dues – including for the treatment 
of people in prison – exacerbating the difficulties they are facing in providing adequate healthcare.36 
Medication across the country has either become unaffordable since the lifting of subsidies in 
November 2019 or unavailable due to short-sighted government policies as well as hoarding and 
smuggling.37  

Within this broader context of the depreciation of the currency, increasing costs and shortages of 
medical staff and equipment, the resources available to the prison authorities for the provision of 
medication and healthcare to the prison population declined. 

The caretaker Minister of Interior’s adviser on prisons, Colonel Ghassan Othman, told Amnesty 
International that the budget for providing healthcare to prisoners increased from around 11 billion 
Lebanese pounds in 2019 to 44 billion Lebanese pounds in 2022.38 However, due to the steep 
depreciation of the currency, the real value of the budget decreased from 7.3 million US dollars in 
2019 to around 628,000 US dollars in 2022.39  

Despite the drastic decrease in the value of the budget allocated, Othman said that the government 
did not provide prisons with an emergency plan or additional budget, leaving them unable to afford to 
purchase drugs at the significantly higher prices and leading to shortages in the prison pharmacies. 
“We did not receive any support except for some drug donations from some [non-governmental] 
organizations”, Othman said.40 

Othman admitted that the provision of health services in prisons deteriorated since the crisis, 
including consultation visits by doctors to places of detention as well as the availability of medicines in 
prison pharmacies. However, he claimed that “the situation in prisons remains under control.”41 

All prison pharmacies are also required to stock, at all times, various medications, including those 
used to treat chronic diseases and essentials such as painkillers and antibiotics. But despite these 

 
 
 
34 Lebanese Medical Journal, “Healthcare of Prisoners in Lebanon”, 2020, 
lebanesemedicaljournal.org//Home/ArticleDetails/30771; DAWN, “Lebanon's Overcrowded Prisons Are a 
'Death Sentence'—Funded by the U.S.” (previously cited); Interview by voice call with Mohammed 
Sablouh, head of the prison committee at the Tripoli Bar Association (previously cited); Interview by voice 
call with Raeda Al-Solh, vice president of the Association of Committees for the Families of Persons in 
Lebanese Prisons (previously cited). 
35 Lebanese Medical Journal, “Healthcare of Prisoners in Lebanon” (previously cited).  
36 Human Rights Watch, “Lebanon: Hospital Crisis Endangering Health”, 10 December 2019, 
hrw.org/news/2019/12/10/lebanon-hospital-crisis-endangering-
health#:~:text=Sleiman%20Haroun%2C%20the%20head%20of%20the%20Syndicate%20of,and%20med
ical%20supplies%20and%20to%20pay%20staff%20salaries  
37 Amnesty International, “Lebanon: Government must ensure medication is available and affordable 
(Index: MDE 18/6410/2023)”, 9 February 2023, amnesty.org/en/documents/mde18/6410/2023/en  
38 Ministry of Interior and Municipalities, reply to Amnesty International’s letter TG MDE 18/2022.3641 
(previously cited). 
39 Exchange Rates, “Lebanese Pound to US Dollar Spot Exchange Rates for 2022”, undated, 
exchangerates.org.uk/LBP-USD-spot-exchange-rates-history-2022.html 
40 Ministry of Interior and Municipalities, reply to Amnesty International’s letter TG MDE 18/2022.3641 
(previously cited). 
41 Lebanese University, “ وتربيتهم الاحداث اصلاح  ومعهد التوقيف وامكنة السجون تنظيم  ”, Decree 14310 of 1949 
(previously cited). 
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obligations, in reality, prisoners, family members of people in prisons, lawyers, and NGO workers 
Amnesty International spoke to consistently described the lack of all types of medication in the prison 
pharmacies and the extensive absence of medical experts to attend to complaints and emergencies.42  

A person incarcerated in Roumieh prison, who has recurrent urinary tract infections, told Amnesty 
International that “there are no medications here [inside the prison]. Even medical gauze is not 
available. We have to get it from outside [the prison].”43 

Another person in Roumieh prison told the organization that “prisoners rarely find in the prison 
pharmacy any medication other than Panadol. They give us Panadol for all types of health 
complaints.”44 Therefore, families have to purchase the medication and deliver it to their relatives in 
prison, placing a significant financial burden on them and sometimes causing a delay in their 
relatives’ treatment, with adverse impacts on their health. 

The brother of a person in prison told Amnesty International that since his brother’s detention in 
January 2022, he has been delivering medication regularly to his brother, who has a chronic disease 
and needs a consistent supply of medication. “My brother was at first in Baabda prison, then he was 
transferred to Roumieh prison. I always provided him with his medication. The prison pharmacies 
never had it. I assumed his medical needs fall on us,” he said.45 

The head of the Prison Committee at the Tripoli Bar Association (TBA), Mohammed Sablouh, told 
Amnesty International that the crisis hit dental services in Roumieh very hard. He said that persons he 
represents as well as families of other persons in prisons reported to the TBA committee that “in the 
dental clinic of the prison, they’re not offering treatment any more because medication and medical 
supplies are unavailable. If the person in prison is unable to pay the cost of the treatment, they extract 
his tooth.”46 

HOSPITALS UNLAWFULLY DENYING EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE 

In addition to poor healthcare within prisons, persons who require emergency care or hospitalization 
face additional obstacles. Six families of persons in prison told Amnesty International that both private 
and public hospitals were either refusing to admit their relatives altogether or were requiring an 
upfront payment in dollars, even in cases where emergency treatment was required. Amnesty 
International reviewed the medical records of an additional nine persons in prison who are being 
refused critical care without upfront payments to hospitals. 

Under Lebanese law, it is unlawful for both private and public hospitals to refuse to admit patients in 
need of emergency care on the basis of their inability to pay.47 

Colonel Othman said that the Ministry of Interior enters into agreements with private and public 
hospitals to treat people in custody or receive transfers from places of detention. However, he said 

 
 
 
42 Interview by voice call with a person in prison, 3 November 2022; Interview by voice call with a person 
in prison, 29 September 2022; Interview by voice call with a person in prison, 2 November 2022; Interview 
by voice call with Mohammed Sablouh, head of the prison committee at the Tripoli Bar Association 
(previously cited); Interview by voice call with Raeda Al-Solh, vice president of the Association of 
Committees for the Families of Persons in Lebanese Prisons (previously cited); Interview by phone call with 
Yusr Haidar, the sister of Salah Haidar, 16 September 2022; Interview by phone call with a brother of Khalil 
Taleb, 5 October 2022; Interview by phone call with Ali Taleb, brother of Khalil Taleb, 6 October 2022; 
Interview by phone call with the wife of Nidal Barbour, 13 October 2022. 
43 Interview by voice call with a person in prison, 3 November 2022 (previously cited). 
44 Interview by voice call with a person in prison, 29 September 2022 (previously cited). 
45 Interview by voice call with the brother of a person in prison, 7 October 2022 (previously cited). 
46 Interview by voice call with Mohammed Sablouh, head of the prison committee at the Tripoli Bar 
Association (previously cited). 
47 Caretaker Minister of Public Health, reply to Amnesty International’s letter TG MDE 18/2022.3640 
(previously cited). 
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that recently, all of them had refused to renew these agreements, requesting that they be paid in cash 
before they admit any detainee or prisoner.48  While 846 people in custody were hospitalized in 2018, 
only 107 were admitted to hospitals in 2022, according to figures shared with Amnesty International, 
despite the slight increase of the population in detention.49 

One of the main reasons that hospitals are refusing to accept patients from prison is the accumulated 
debt owed to them by the government. The government has failed to reimburse private and public 
hospitals for medical bills accrued such as those related to the treatment of prisoners, members of the 
military and those enrolled in the National Social Security Fund. As the cost of medication and 
medical supplies increased exponentially, these debts made it difficult for hospitals to continue 
operating. According to head of the Syndicate of Private Hospitals, in 2021, the government owed 
private hospitals around 1.6 billion US dollars.50 Similarly, in 2020, the government owed the Rafik 
Hariri University Hospital – the biggest public hospital in the country – around 20 billion Lebanese 
pounds (13.3 million US dollars at the official exchange rate and around 2.5 million US dollars at the 
unofficial market rate at the time).51 

Othman told Amnesty International that Al-Hayat private Hospital, to which most patients in Roumieh 
prison are usually transferred, wrote several letters to the government requesting that the government 
pays its debts to the hospital and warned that it would have to close the section dedicated for treating 
prisoners if it did not receive its dues.52 

PRISON AUTHORITIES UNLAWFULLY SHIFTING BURDEN ONTO FAMILIES 

Although the state is responsible for the healthcare costs of people in custody, including the cost of 
their hospitalization, Amnesty International found that the prison authorities were unlawfully shifting 
the burden onto families and requiring them to pay for their relatives’ medical care. In a context where 
more than 80% of the population has been pushed into poverty, in most cases, families cannot afford 
the cost of the medical treatment of their incarcerated relatives. 

Amnesty International interviewed four people in custody who have been unable to secure the funds 
needed to pay for their treatments in prison and have been unable to access care as a result. 

A 38-year-old person in Roumieh told Amnesty he now needs 2,800 US dollars to pay for surgery for 
shoulder pain he has had for years. “I am in constant pain,” he said. “My operation costs around 
3000 US dollars. I do not have access to such an amount of money, not even if I sell an organ.”53 

A lawyer told Amnesty International that five persons in prison he represents are unable to cover the 
cost of their treatment for disc surgery, dysfunctional bladder, and varicocele, with the costs ranging 

 
 
 
48 Ministry of Interior and Municipalities, reply to Amnesty International’s letter TG MDE 18/2022.3641 
(previously cited). 
49 Ministry of Interior and Municipalities, reply to Amnesty International’s letter TG MDE 18/2022.3641 
(previously cited). 
50 Nida’ al-Watan, “ ومعنوية مالية لضغوطات تتعرض الخاصة المستشفيات: هارون ”, 30 October 2020, 
https://nidaalwatan.com/article/32823-%D9%87%D8%A7%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%86-
%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D8%B3%D8%AA%D8%B4%D9%81%D9%8A%D8%A7%D8%AA-
%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AE%D8%A7%D8%B5%D8%A9-
%D8%AA%D8%AA%D8%B9%D8%B1%D8%B6-
%D9%84%D8%B6%D8%BA%D9%88%D8%B7%D8%A7%D8%AA-
%D9%85%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%8A%D8%A9-
%D9%88%D9%85%D8%B9%D9%86%D9%88%D9%8A%D8%A9 
51 Human Rights Watch, “Lebanon: Health Workers’ Safety Neglected during Covid-19”, 10 December 
2020, 
hrw.org/news/2020/12/10/lebanon-health-workers-safety-neglected-during-covid-19  
52 Ministry of Interior and Municipalities, reply to Amnesty International’s letter TG MDE 18/2022.3641 
(previously cited). 
53 Interview by voice call with a person in prison, 2 November 2022 (previously cited). 
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between 1,000 US dollars and 2,800 US dollars for each person.54 Amnesty International reviewed 
the medical reports of these patients in prison corroborating their medical conditions and the cost of 
their treatment. The lawyer explained to the organization that the patients are always in pain due to 
their lack of treatment. “In some extreme cases, we try to help within our capacities by collecting 
contributions from us lawyers and philanthropists or from NGOs with relevant missions,” he said.55 

The vice president of the Association of Committees for the Families of Persons in Lebanese Prisons, 
Raeda Al-Solh, told Amnesty International that, accessing healthcare in prison is “the most painful 
and unfair hardship”. “Prisons are left without medications and hospitals do not receive emergency 
cases from prisons unless the families pay an insurance fee at the emergency door before admission 
and before examining the patient, amounting to five million Liras (between 60 and 70 US dollars),” 
she said. “After admission, the cost of X-rays or tests needed for the diagnosis and treatment should 
be paid in advance. If the families cannot pay these costs, the patient is sent to prison, without 
treatment.”56 

The UN Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form of Detention or 
Imprisonment specifies that health care provided to individuals in custody must be free of charge. The 
UN Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, known as the Nelson Mandela Rules, 
dictate that “the provision of health care for prisoners is a state responsibility” and that “prisoners who 
require specialist treatment must be transferred to specialized institutions or outside hospitals when 
such treatment is not available in prison.”57 

3.3 REPORTS OF DENIAL OF TIMELY MEDICAL CARE 

Although the Ministry of Interior has blamed the economic crisis for deteriorating conditions and 
healthcare in prisons, in at least three cases of deaths in custody in 2022, families of the deceased 
told Amnesty International that prison officials dismissed the complaints and symptoms of those 
detainees prior to their death, delaying their treatment and transfer to hospitals and causing their 
conditions to worsen.  

In accordance with the UN Minnesota Protocol on the Investigation of Potentially Unlawful Death, the 
prison director must report all deaths in custody to the civilian judiciary, which is independent of the 
prison administration, to conduct prompt, impartial and effective investigations into the circumstances 
and causes of these deaths. Anyone found to be responsible, including through misconduct or 
negligence, should be prosecuted in the civilian courts. 

Salah Haidar (42 years old) died on 22 August 2022 in Roumieh prison while serving a five-year 
sentence. Amnesty International reviewed the medical report issued by a forensic doctor and 
interviewed Salah’s sister. The medical report, which was compiled based on an order by the military 
prosecutor to explain the cause of death, cited cardiac arrest as the cause of death and included a 
detailed description of Salah’s severe and inflamed skin problems. Salah’s sister told the organization 
that in the week before he died, Salah had requested urgent medical treatment after his skin turned 
blue and started bleeding, but that his requests went unheeded for four days. He was unable to move 
his limbs and his vision was impaired, she said. Salah’s sister told Amnesty that the person sharing 
Salah’s cell said that prison guards told Salah that they would take him to the hospital the next day, 
but they did not. Salah’s sister said that three days later her brother “arrived at the hospital dead.”58 

 
 
 
54 Interview in person with a human rights lawyer, 6 October 2022. 
55 Interview in person with a human rights lawyer, 6 October 2022 (previously cited). 
56 Interview by voice call with Raeda Al-Solh, vice president of the Association of Committees for the 
Families of Persons in Lebanese Prisons (previously cited). 
57 United Nations General Assembly, The United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of 
Prisoners (the Nelson Mandela Rules) (previously cited). 
58 Interview by phone call with Yusr Haidar, the sister of Salah Haidar (previously cited). 
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Khalil Taleb (34 years old) died in Roumieh prison on 21 August while in pre-trial detention. Khalil 
spent around five months in Baabda prison and was then transferred to Roumieh where he spent a 
month and 20 days before his death. Amnesty International interviewed two members of Khalil’s 
family who said that Khalil had diabetes, but that his health started deteriorating rapidly upon his 
arrival to Roumieh. They said that the only access to medical treatment for Khalil was the prison 
pharmacy, as long as it was paid for in advance by the prisoner’s family. Khalil’s brother, Ali, holds an 
MA in radiology sciences and works in a local hospital and in a pharma company and was therefore 
supervising Khalil’s health. Ali would share Khalil’s lab tests with specialized doctors and regularly test 
his blood when he was still in the Baabda prison, which security officers allowed. However, he said 
that he could not continue to do these blood tests when Khalil was transferred to Roumieh prison, 
given the tight security regulations. 

Shortly after arriving in Roumieh prison, a fat, painful lump appeared on Khalil’s leg accompanied by 
fever, his brother said. A relative told Amnesty International that the family sent a sum in US dollars 
via OMT INTRA, Western Union’s accredited agent in Lebanon, to the prison pharmacy to buy him the 
required treatment. The relative added that on the weekend before his death, Khalil had developed 
breathing difficulties, and was going in and out of consciousness, yet the prison pharmacist dismissed 
his pains and denied him medication, telling him: “you’re OK, go to your cell,” Khalil’s brother said. 

As his condition deteriorated, the family quickly paid a private hospital in advance to accept his 
transfer from the prison and the hospital confirmed that they would admit him. Yet despite that, it took 
the prison authorities three days to actually transfer him to the hospital. The prison authorities told 
Khalil’s family that he had died on his second day in hospital.59 

Khalil’s family told Amnesty International that there are some key discrepancies between the accounts 
given to them by Khalil’s cellmates and by the prison authorities. While Khalil’s cellmates told his 
family he was already unconscious before he was transferred to the hospital, the prison authorities 
told the family that he fell into a coma only after arriving at the hospital. 

Ali told Amnesty International that he received the hospital’s medical report stating septic shock as the 
cause of death. He added that: “I requested the blood tests and reviewed them. Khalil’s liver was fully 
damaged, his kidneys were barely functioning, not to mention the level of sugar in his blood... there is 
no human possibility that he arrived at the hospital standing on his feet… he either arrived already 
dead or unconscious… Instead of rehabilitation, he found death.”60 

Nidal Barbour (42 years old) died in Al-Qubbah prison in northern Lebanon in September 2022 after 
being detained in pretrial since 29 June 2022. His wife told Amnesty International that a week before 
his death, Nidal had complained of severe chest pains. She said that he went to the prison pharmacy 
to request heart medication, but he was told that they did not have any type of medication in the 
pharmacy. He was not given access to a doctor or offered an alternative way of accessing medication 
and health care. 

A week later, Nidal died. The prison authorities gave his wife a medical report stating that he died of a 
heart attack “on the way to the hospital.” However, Nidal’s wife told Amnesty International that “I 
spoke to his cellmates and they told me that Nidal died in prison, in front of them, after the guards 
accused him of lying about his symptoms and left him to suffer for three hours.”61 Nidal’s wife did not 
file a complaint, citing that she does not trust that it will lead to justice, because it will be investigated 
by the same authorities she is accusing of misconduct. 

 
 
 
59 Interview by phone call with a relative of Khalil Taleb, 5 October 2022. 
60 Interview by phone call with Ali Taleb, brother of Khalil Taleb (previously cited). 
61 Interview by phone call with the wife of Nidal Barbour (previously cited). 
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As per international standards, all prisons should ensure prompt access to medical attention in urgent 
cases. Clinical decisions may only be taken by the responsible healthcare professionals and may not 
be overruled or ignored by non-medical prison staff.62 

3.4 IMPUNITY FOR TORTURE AND OTHER ILL-TREATMENT 

The Ministry of Interior did not explain the causes of the deaths in custody in 2022, including whether 
any were related to ill-treatment and torture. 

Amnesty International frequently documents torture and ill-treatment in detention, and impunity for 
these abuses is pervasive, despite the passage of a 2017 law criminalizing torture.63 The head of the 
Prison Committee at the Tripoli Bar Association, Mohammed Sablouh, told Amnesty International that 
in 2022 alone, he filed at least 22 torture complaints, in addition to six complaints in the first 45 days 
of 2023, all on behalf of detainees in the custody of the ISF and Lebanese Armed Forces. However, 
he said that the judiciary has not proceeded on any of them.64 

In a letter on 26 December 2022 addressed to the Subcommittee on Prevention of Torture and other 
UN experts, 11 Civil Society Organizations said that they document “regular reports of death in 
detention due to torture, ill-treatment and denial of appropriate care and nutrition” but that none were 
impartially, effectively, and thoroughly investigated.65 

The first prosecution known to Amnesty International under the anti-torture law is currently underway 
after five State Security officers – who are not under the command of the Ministry of Interior - were 
charged with torture that resulted in the killing of a Syrian refugee in September 2022.66 However, the 
trial is taking place before a military court, which Amnesty International has found does not enjoy the 
requisite independence to allow for a fair trial.67 

As a party to the Convention against Torture, Lebanon is required to take effective measures to 
prevent torture, investigate credible allegations of torture, and hold accountable anyone found guilty of 
committing torture with appropriate penalties that take into account the gravity of the crime. 

The Ministry of Interior did mention in its January 2023 letter that 14 members of the Internal Security 
Forces (ISF) were internally disciplined in 2022 for beating and blackmailing people in custody.68 

However, the results of those internal investigations have not been made public, and Othman did not 
indicate whether any of these officers have been referred for criminal prosecution. 

 
 
 
62 United Nations General Assembly, The United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of 
Prisoners (the Nelson Mandela Rules) (previously cited). 
63 Amnesty International, “Lebanon: Torture of Syrian refugees arbitrarily detained on counter-terror 
charges”, 23 March 2021, amnesty.org/en/latest/press-release/2021/03/lebanon-torture-of-syrian-refugees-
arbitrarily-detained-on-counter-terror-charges 
64 Interview by voice call with Mohammed Sablouh, head of the prison committee at the Tripoli Bar 
Association (previously cited). 
65 Alkarama, “Lebanon: Alkarama joins Lebanese civil society in a common call to address the situation in 
Roumieh and other detention centres”, 26 December 2022, alkarama.org/en/articles/lebanon-lack-means-
no-excuse-lack-will  
66 Amnesty International, “Lebanon: Indictment of State Security members in torture case an ‘encouraging 
development’”, 5 December 2022, amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/12/lebanon-indictment-of-state-
security-members-in-torture-case-an-encouraging-development  
67 Amnesty International, “Lebanon: Transfer investigation into death in custody of Syrian refugee to the 
civilian justice system”, 6 September 2022, amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/09/lebanon-transfer-
investigation-into-death-in-custody-of-syrian-refugee-to-the-civilian-justice-system  
68 Ministry of Interior and Municipalities, reply to Amnesty International’s letter TG MDE 18/2022.3641 
(previously cited). 
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Even in cases where the torture does not immediately result in death, torture and ill-treatment can 
create or aggravate health problems, which combined with the lack of provision of adequate 
healthcare, may lead to death in custody. In 2019, Amnesty International documented the events that 
led to the death in ISF custody of Hassan al-Dika from injuries allegedly sustained after his torture. 

Before his death, Hassan al-Dika, 44 years old, alleged that Internal Security Forces (ISF) officers – 
who fall under the command of the Ministry of Interior – subjected him to repeated beatings and 
electric shocks, suspended him in stress positions, and forced him to confess. Hassan was held in 
pretrial detention at the ISF headquarters in Beirut in November 2018 and then transferred to a prison 
in Baabda, both Ministry of Interior-run detention facilities. Amnesty International reviewed three 
forensic medical reports and one psychological assessment all stating that Hassan had been 
subjected to violence and had a severe injury in his lower back that required immediate treatment. 
Prison authorities transferred him to a hospital on 2 April 2019 due to his deteriorating health, which 
his family said resulted from torture in ISF detention. He died in the hospital on 11 May 2019.69 

Both the prison authorities and the judiciary failed to adequately investigate Dika’s torture complaints 
or his death in custody, perpetuating the culture of impunity. Dika’s father, who is also his lawyer, filed 
three torture complaints before Dika’s death, but prosecutors failed to open an investigation into the 
complaints as mandated by the anti-torture law. Dika’s father said he eventually withdrew the 
complaints after security forces threatened him. The ISF denied any wrongdoing in Dika’s case. After 
Dika’s death, the acting Cassation Prosecutor’s conducted an investigation, which relied on the ISF’s 
own investigation, and found no evidence of torture. He ordered the case to be dismissed.70 No one 
was held accountable for his death. 

According to Principle 34 of the UN Body of principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any 
Form of Detention or Imprisonment, an inquiry into the cause of death should be conducted whenever 
there is death in custody.71 Similarly, the Minnesota Protocol on Investigation of Potentially Unlawful 
Death, states that “… where a person has died in custody, this must be reported, without delay, to a 
judicial or other competent authority that is independent of the detaining authority and mandated to 
conduct prompt, impartial and effective investigations into the circumstances and causes of such a 
death”.72 

Although in 2019 the government appointed the five members of the National Preventative 
Mechanism against Torture (NPM), a body within the National Human Rights Institute (NHRI), which 
is mandated to conduct unannounced visits to places of detention and investigate torture, the 
government has not yet allocated a budget to allow the unit to fulfil its mandate.73 

 
 
 
69 Amnesty International, “Lebanon is failing torture survivors by delaying implementation of crucial 
reforms”, 26 June 2019, amnesty.org/en/latest/press-release/2019/06/lebanon-is-failing-torture-survivors-
by-delaying-implementation-of-crucial-reforms 
70 Human Rights Watch, “Lebanon: Judiciary Ignoring 2017 Anti-Torture Law”, 19 September 2019, 
hrw.org/news/2019/09/19/lebanon-judiciary-ignoring-2017-anti-torture-law  
71 United Nations General Assembly, Body of Principles for the Protection of All Persons under Any Form 
of Detention or Imprisonment, 9 December 1988, ohchr.org/en/instruments-
mechanisms/instruments/body-principles-protection-all-persons-under-any-form-
detention#:~:text=No%20person%20under%20any%20form,or%20degrading%20treatment%20or%20pu
nishment., Resolution 43/173. 
72 OHCHR, The Minnesota Protocol on the Investigation of Potentially Unlawful Death, 2016, 
ohchr.org/sites/default/files/Documents/Publications/MinnesotaProtocol.pdf, Paragraph 17. 
73 Amnesty International, “Lebanon is failing torture survivors by delaying implementation of crucial 
reforms” (previously cited).  
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS 

TO THE MINISTRY OF INTERIOR AND MUNICIPALITIES 

• Prison authorities should investigate to what extent the doubling of the deaths in custody over 
the last few years is linked to systemic and structural factors, such as overcrowding and the 
lack of adequate resources, and to what extent prison officials’ misconduct or negligence 
contributed to those deaths. The prison authorities should make that report public, refer 
officials found guilty of violations for prosecution in the ordinary judiciary and propose 
recommendations to the government to address these problems in places of detention; 

• In accordance with the UN Minnesota Protocol on the Investigation of Potentially Unlawful 
Death, prison directors must report all deaths in custody to the ordinary judiciary, which is 
independent of the prison administration, to conduct prompt, impartial and effective 
investigations into the circumstances and causes of these deaths. The prison administration 
must fully cooperate with the judiciary and ensure that all evidence is preserved; 

• Ensure that security officers responsible for abuses against detainees, including ill-treatment 
and torture, are held accountable, including through referrals to the criminal justice system, 
and make the results of investigations public; 

• Improve conditions of detention, in accordance with the United Nations Standard Minimum 
Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (the Nelson Mandela Rules), and ensure they are 
consistent with human rights laws and standards.74 

TO THE PUBLIC PROSECUTION 

• Conduct prompt, impartial and effective investigations into the circumstances and causes of 
all deaths in custody; 

• Promptly investigate torture complaints within 48 hours of receipt, as mandated by the 2017 
anti-torture law.  

TO THE MINISTRY OF JUSTICE 

• Order the release of all individuals who have exceeded the legally prescribed limits for pretrial 
detention and ensure their right to a timely and speedy trial; 

• Ensure that judges abide by the limits on pretrial detention and that no detainee is held in 
pretrial detention for longer than four months for misdemeanours and 12 months for felonies, 
as provided for by law; 

• Increase the use of non-custodial measures as alternatives to pretrial detention and take 
measures to decongest prisons in Lebanon, including conditional release of detainees in 
pretrial detention. 

 
 
 
74 United Nations General Assembly, The United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of 
Prisoners (the Nelson Mandela Rules) (previously cited). 
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TO THE MINISTRY OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

• Issue clear instructions to hospitals that they must accept all emergency cases regardless of 
whether those individuals are able to pay and impose disciplinary measures on hospitals 
which are refusing to do so. 

TO THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS 

• Provide the necessary funds or an emergency plan to ensure prisons have the resources they 
need to be able to provide adequate accommodation, healthcare, food, and sanitation 
supplies to all individuals in custody, in line with international standards; 

• Provide the National Preventative Mechanism against Torture (NPM) in the National Human 
Rights Institute with a budget and issue the necessary decrees to activate it and then to grant 
its members access to all places of detention to carry out unannounced visits, in accordance 
with its mandate and the provisions of the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture 
and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment and in keeping with the 
Subcommittee on Prevention of Torture’s (SPT) guidelines on national preventive 
mechanisms; 

• Make public the SPT’s reports after its 2010 and 2022 visits to Lebanon and urgently 
implement their recommendations. 

TO THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY 

• Support the Lebanese authorities in funding and programming that prioritizes people’s 
economic and social rights during the economic crisis, in particular the rights to health and 
justice; 

• Urge the Lebanese authorities to ensure that they do not discriminate against people in 
detention in the provision of adequate healthcare and to abide by the Nelson Mandela rules in 
conditions of detention.  
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ANNEXES 

LETTER FROM THE MINISTRY OF INTERIOR AND MUNICIPALITIES 
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